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What our Pulpwatch service offers...
Market pulp is an internationally traded commodity at the heart of the global fibre cycle, serving as a 

sustainably sourced raw material to an increasing amount of industries. Pulp markets are dynamic and 
complex; the factors driving their monthly fluctuations are often obscured by a lack of price transparency. 
Pulpwatch strives to present a timely and objective analysis of such fluctuations, essential to develop an 
understanding of the market’s likely future direction. Over the years, our readership has grown to include 
companies controlling over 85% of global market pulp capacity.

Drawing on decades of industry expertise and an unparalleled network of industry contacts – culti-
vated by our extensive travels and frequent interactions with industry leaders – our market commentary 
interprets and contextualises the constantly changing balances in the pulp market, taking a view on the 
market’s short and medium-term prospects. Other regular sections of the newsletter focus on changes in 
printing and writing paper and tissue markets, and on the impact of exchange rates.

The Pulpwatch newsletter also includes a unique Industry Focus section each month, providing the 
reader with an in-depth analysis of a particular development or market dynamic that is shaping our 
industry. The coverage includes, for example, a review of the important pulp producing and consuming 
markets; the impact of investment plans on regional and world pulp and paper supply/demand balances; 
the influence of changing raw material costs and exchange rates on producers’ competitive advantages.

Every report is accompanied by a Pulpwatch, the 
Podcast episode, summarising the market commen-
tary for those who wish to tune into market develop-
ments on the go. The podcast is typically released 
within a day of the written report.

The Key Statistics section of Pulpwatch is the most timely and comprehensive source of publicly avail-
able pulp and paper market data, including:

• Printing and writing paper shipments by region
• Papermakers’ converting margins by region
• Shipments of bleached chemical market pulp by region and by grade
• Pulp producer’s operating rates
• Consumers’ inventories of purchased pulp by region
• Producer stocks in days of supply
• China’s import of pulp by grade and origin
• Market pulp price indications (30 pulp price series are updated monthly)
All of the data published in Pulpwatch is available to subscribers in Microsoft Excel format.

About Hawkins Wright
Hawkins Wright is an independent consultancy providing a range of strategic, forecasting, market intelli-

gence and business information services to the international forest products and bioenergy industries. 

Since 1982 Hawkins Wright has provided authoritative and cost-effective services based on in-depth re-
search of the global forest, pulp & paper and bioenergy industries. These services include private consultancy 
assignments covering a full range of marketing and strategic subjects as well as regular multi-client reports and 
newsletters.

Our consultancy services build on our global perspective of the macro- and micro-economic trends driving 
the international forest industry and downstream product markets. Assignments can range from advice on a 
client’s business development or feedstock sourcing strategies to highly detailed market feasibility assessments 
of prospective projects.
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I would like to subscribe to the Pulpwatch service: o Single user o Corporate user 

Name:  ......................................................................................................................................................

Job title:  ...................................................................................................................................................

Company:  ................................................................................................................................................

Postal address: .........................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................................

City: ............................................................ Post Code/ZIP:  .....................................................................

Country:  ...................................................................................................................................................

Telephone:  ...............................................................................................................................................

Email:  .......................................................................................................................................................

I understand that the reports and other materials provided by Hawkins Wright during the course of a 
subscription are confidential to subscribers and to their wholly-owned subsidiaries. I agree that these 
materials will not be shared with third parties and that all reasonable steps will be taken to safeguard 
their confidentiality.

In placing this order I consent to the use of my data in accordance with Hawkins Wright’s privacy policy 
and terms & conditions. The privacy policy can be found at www.hawkinswright.com/privacy-policy.

Signature: ................................................................................... Date:...................................................

Please return this order form to: Hawkins Wright Ltd., 21/22 Station Point, 121 Sandycombe Road, 
Richmond, TW9 2AD, UK.

Email: post@hawkinswright.com

An invoice and payment instructions will be sent when your order is received. Payment may be made 
by bank transfer or credit card.

Subscription scope and order form
The cost of a single user 12 month subscription to the Pulpwatch service is £1,580 (or the equiva-

lent in US dollars or euros). An single annual subscription includes:

 ● twelve Pulpwatch reports, published at the beginning of each month, providing in-depth analy-
ses of the market’s short and medium-term prospects

 ● access to historic data, charts and analysis upon request (e.g. wood pellet prices)

 ● access to a personalised client area at www.hawkinswright.com, where both current and his-
toric reports can be accessed at any time

The cost of a corporate user 12 month subscription to the Pulpwatch service is £2,850 (or the 
equivalent in US dollars or euros). A corporate annual subscription includes all of the above, plus:

 ● a licence to distribute the Pulpwatch newsletter and data throughout your company or or-
ganisation, along with an unlimited number of online accounts with access to the Pulpwatch 
website (within reason).


